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THE CARROLL -NEWS 
Edited For and By the Students of John Carroll University 
Vol. XVIII CLEVEL ND, OHIO,DECEMBERl~ 1~7 No.5 
Carroll Beab Reserve, 5 t:o 2 
By merely playing the hockey of whlch they are capa-
ble, by merely defending their goal until an opportunity 
presented itself, John Carroll's hockey team last night 
skated to an impressive victory over Western Reserve 
University at the new Arena. The score was 5 to 2. 
Fat:her Edmund C. Horne Appoint:ed 
To Presidency of John Ca_rroll 
Eddie Arsenault and Fred Rancourt scored all of the 
Blue Streak goals. Eddie whisked in three goals and 
Fred two. The victory pla.ced Carroll in undisputed 
position of first place in the district hockey league. 
-Takes President's Chair- Father Pickel Concludes Temporary 
Posit:ion as Rector 
Osborne Brothers Beat: 
Corrigan and Burlage 
In Debate Finals 
SUCCE SFULLY defending the a£firmative side of the NLRB debate question, the team of Thomas and James 0 borne wa declared 
the winner of the John Carroll Univer ity Debate 
Tournament sponsored by the Oratorical Society. 
Scene of the debate was last \Vednesday's student 
conYocation in the Carroll auditorium. 
Although the decision of the judges was unan-
imous. Tom Corrigan and Carl Burlage, members-
of the negatiYe team, offered strong opposition 
'and made the debate one of the most interesting 
tournament finals "·itne , ed in recent years. 
Frs. Horne, Rodman and Pickel 
Render Decision 
The Carroll Oratorical ociety departed from the 
-~---t ~of- ubtrinin:; the .;cn·ices f lay 
judges when it called upon the new Pre ident of 
John Carroll Gni,·er ·ity and two ex-Pre idents of 
the institution to render the final deci ion. The 
judges were the Very Rev. Edmund C. Horne, The Very Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J. 
WITH the customary lack of fanfare, the Society of J e us changed presidents of John Carroll University on December 5, 
1937. \Vhile seated at dinner on that Sunday eve-
ning, the Rev. George J. Pickel, S. J., who had 
been acting a president since October, read the 
official order from Rome dispatched by the Rev. 
Vladimir Ledochowski, S.J., Head o£ the Order, 
which named the Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J., 
as the new Carroll rector. Father Horne and 
Father Pickel then merely exchanged places at the 
table, Father Horne going to the head and Father 
Pickel to his right. and the ceremony of installing 
a new president at John Carroll University was 
over. 
Father Horne was born in Meadville, Pa. He first be-
came acquainted with John Carroll when he attended and 
was graduated from the University, then known as St. 
Ignatius College. After joining the Society, and after doing 
po t graduate work, he returned to Cleveland in 1927 as 
an in tructor in English and Latin and as director of Ath-
letics at St. Ignatius High School. In 1929 he left to do 
further graduate work Father Horne was ordained in 
1933 at t. Mary's, Kansas. 
In 1934 Father Horne was named to the faculty of Creigh-
ton 'niver·ity, Omaha, Kebraska'"/'iiri'Gm 193~ and 1936 
he had charge of layman retreats ht Cincinnati. He came 
to Carroll from Georgetown University where he was re-
siding while engaged in research in Sociology. 
.J., recently appointed Pre iclent, the Rev. Bene-
dict J. Rodman, .]., and the Rev. George J. Pickel, 
S.J., both former Presidents of Carroll. 
The forensic skill of the Osborne brothers, which 
had been definitely e tablished when they de-
feated the debaters from Oxford and Cambridge 
Uni,·ersities last month, wa in much evidence in 
the tournament finals. Jim with his clear and cool 
presentation of the first affirmative speech. and 
Tom with hi fiery and convincing manner of ex-
- A Christmas Message-
Father Horne's appointment marks the third time within 
a year that the University has had a change of admin-
istrators. The Rev. Benedict J. Rodman, S.]., pastor of 
Gesu Church, was succeeded nine months ago by the Rev. 
William M. Magee, S.]., who has since been appointed 
head of the ] esuit's Chicago Province. When this order 
came from Rome, it was also announced that Father Pickel 
would act as president until a later time when a man 
would be permanently installed. Father Pickel had formerly 
been president during the earlier days of the University, 
and was at the time of the appointment head of the Chem-
istry Department of the University. He has reassumed that 
position, now that Father Horne has been seated in the 
pre idency. 
By Edmund C. Horne, S. J. 
President: of John Carroll 
I. 
My Christmru message to )'Ou is a borrowed oue from the hillside cave of Bethle-
hem. lt will take all tltc loti!ly humilit::.' a11d trusti11g faith of the Shepherds for 
(Colllimtcd 011 Page 4) ~·ou lo grasp its full sigllificallce. 
. 
-News at a Glance-
011 I hal first Christmas Day the court 
of Herod wined a11d danced a11d lilted 
the songs of pagall poets, but the 
ShePherds heard the celestial sym-
pholly. Wise men of the Te1nple dis-
co11rsed learnedly 01~ the Messias, brtt 
the Shepherds adored at His birth. 
A11d so now there will be festive 
cheer of a fcuhion, and the illtc/lectual 
indiffermce of tire hard of heart. But 
JOU will k11ow that Christmas is tire 
birthday of your Redeemer, Who 
lived a !fa1> as yor~ are, Who is God, 
Who gave )'Oit tile right to be fli.s 
brother, T•Vho keeps a far closer than 
blood-rclatiO'II-Ship with yo1~ i1> the life 
of the Sacrammts, 1¥/w loved yort so 
1111tclr that He gr:we His life to make 
) '0" His. 
By Bernard R. Sallot and Charles R. Brennan 
Normile Chairman of 
Campus Club Dance 
0 !\' Wednesday, Dec. 15, the an-nouncement was made that many 
members of the sophomore class of 
J olm Carroll had been named to the 
committee for the annual Campus Club 
dance. \Villiam Duffin, class president, 
will be honorary chairman. 
According to the announcement \Vil-
liam Normile will head the committee. 
Assisting him will be James Giblin, 
Louis Sulzer, Charles Kaps, Edward 
Willard, Vincent Collins, Medard No-
lan, and James McCrystaL 
The scene of the affair has not been 
decided upon as yet, but according to 
Normile there will be a meeting of the 
committee during the holidays at which 
time the orchestra and place will be 
named. The date which ha been 
named is that of the last night of the 
semester examinations. The announce-
ment of the dance hall and orchestra 
will be made in the next issue of the 
Carroll Neu•s. The members of the com-
mittee were chosen in proportion to the 
number of sophomores in the various 
curicula. 
Carrual Club Dance 
Profits Go to Annual 
ANNOUNCE1IENT was made yes-terday that the Carrual Club 
would donate the proceeds of a hard 
times social which they plan to hold in 
the Big Barn on the Lorain County 
line on January 14 to the general fund 
of the first John Carroll Year Book. 
Parnin and Lal\faida 
Co-Chairmen 
Receive on Christmas Day the br.-
fant l esus i1~ Holy Com1111t11i01> and 
ask Him to know and love and serve 
John Parnin and Vincent LaMaida, Him uwre faithfully. 
members of the business staff of the !It the 11ame of the Faculty and in 
annual will act as co-chairmen for the 
affair. Others on the committee are: 
James Carroll, AI Weiler, james Calla-
han, Joe Connelly, Jack Heffernan, 
Malromb Gaviu, James Moraghan, 
Ralph Shea, Joseph Cerino, Ed Ram-
bousek, Tom Victory, and Jack La-
velle. 
The plan of the evening has not yet 
been decided upon, but a popular or-
chestra will be engaged to provide en-
tertainment. Other features such as 
game , vaudeville acts, and refresh-
ments, will add to the color of the eve-
ning. Admission will be the "penny-a-
pound" system. 
m.y own name, I wish yort and :}'Ours 
a blessed a11d happ-y Christmas in llze 
spirit of 1 esu.s. 
Edmund C. Home, S. !., 
New Schedule 
According to the Rev. Fr. Cecil 
Chamberlain, Moderator, the 
Sodality plants to inaugurate a 
new meeting schedule. The first 
Monday of each month will be of 
a spiritual nature while the third 
1\f on day will be devoted to busi-
ness meetings leaving the other 
Mondays free for sectional meet-
ings. 
"Riddle Me This" Enters 
' . 
-First Stage of Production 
T HE Little Theatre Society o£ John Carroll University has announced 
that its. main production of the scho-
lastic year will be "Riddle Me This" 
by Daniel N. Ruben. As yet no defi-
nite dates for the performances have 
been set by the dramatic organization, 
but it is certain that they will take 
place during February on a Saturday 
and Sunday evening in the Carroll audi-
torium. 
Mr. Weiss in 
Charge of P roduction 
In complete charge of the production is 
Mr. Frank Wiess who has had exten-
sive experience in amateur theatrical 
work. Thi is Mr. Wiess' fi rst en-
deavor in directing plays for the L.T.S. 
Mr. Carl Freidel was the forme r di-
rector of the society, having led the 
actors through their paces since the 
society was organized some years ago. 
Mr. Wiess has arranged a full rehearsal 
schedule and has outlined the whole 
plan of organization of the society. 
Ruben's "Riddle Me This" was finally 
chosen by the members of the L.T.S. 
after they read and considered over 
thirty leading plays of the day. It 
was selected primarily because of its 
high entertainment value, and also 
because of the opportunity it af-
fords to display the dramatic talent of 
the players. "Riddle Me This" has the 
unusual quality of being a combination 
of a mystery play and a comedy with 
the emphasis on the latter. 
Director Wiess has already conducted 
several rehearsals so that the play will 
be in smooth running order when the 
time comes to put it on in public. At 
the tryouts held a few weeks ago Mr. 
Wiess said he had discovered a sur-
prisingly large amount of real talent. 
The female characters are students en-
rolled in Carroll's evening session. 
Director Chooses 
Double Cast 
In selecting the cast Mr. Wiess chose 
two actors for each character in the 
play. This was intended to prevent any 
possible difficulties in the event that 
some of the actors should suddenly be 
forced to drop from the play, 
In the regular cast are James 1Ic-
Cry tal. Estelle Hojnoski, Joseph 
Sowa, Vincent Fornes, Joseph Krip-
pene, Paul Vincent, William Scharf, 
(Col!fillued 01~ Page 4) 
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. .. seriously, another 
fine president . . . 
A XOTHER fine president. From what we've een and heard, John Carroll ha a gam 
been blessed with a kind and efficient adminis-
trator. Father Horne i the fourth man within 
a year to it in the Pre ident's chair of John 
Carroll Uni\·er ity. And he is the fourth man in 
whom the tudents may feel confident. 
There i n't tnuch we can ay in welcoming 
Father Horne. John Carroll men hould feel 
honored to ha,·e thi man at the helm of their 
Univer ity. They should make him feel at home 
here. They hould welcome Father Horne \\'ith 
open arm . . For he is another fine pre ident. 
. .. jusl gel lhe 
mosl points . . . 
A BA KETDALL ea .. on that is one week old is upon u . La t aturday the Blue 
Streaks beat pencerian Bu iness College. This 
cannot be considered any great feat, but it is 
the- rlglitway to~ stai"t, winnit1g. 
I 
\Ve feel and hope tbat the team will con-
tinue this mode of playing games. That is, to 
ha\ e the mo:-t points at the end of the game. 
. . . ha - ha - ha; little 
lhealer selects comedy . • • 
W ELL the Little Theater Society of John Carroll University has finally selected a 
play. It is Daniel Rubin's "Riddle Me This." 
And now that this excellent play has been selected 
and the cast chosen, now that rehearsals have begun 
and the stage layout plam1ed, the Society looks for-
ward to one of the most finished productions that 
it has ever presented. The play is definitely a com-
edy, and will entertain the most serious or the most 
sophisticated people. We congratulate the society on 
its choice of a play and on the efficient workman-
like manner in which it i proceeding. 
. . . have them shove 
i:his in ye»ur stocking . • • 
SUR~IO 1'\TIKG barriers that lesser men would have fallen before, three Carroll stu-
dents ha,·e connived, worked, and persevered 
in an effort to publish John Carroll's first Year 
Book. The three men are Ed Rambou ek, Tim 
Victory and Jack Lavelle. Either jointly or in-
dividually they ha \'e completed all the prepara-
tory work necessary for us to have this annual. 
But now they are in a spot. They need money. 
And they need it badly. \\' hat they need is one 
dollar from each student who signed a contract. 
\Ve can make this thing a University project. 
But we all mu t co-operate. Ed has paid his 
dollar, Tim has paid his, and Jack has paid the 
complete purcha e price, four dollars. So even 
though they are doing all the work, they, too, 
are paying for their books. 
1 Tow here is a simple way for yott to rai e the 
money for )'Oifr annual. \Vhen you are asked 
what you want for Christmas, an wer unhe i-
tatingly, "An annual!'' If you get the four dol-
THE CARROLL NEWS 
A Few Moments 
By Valen tine Deale 
SO~l E of u . perhaps, have the not uncom-mon notion that all Univer ity presidents are staid, inaccessible individuals far on the 
wrong ide of their prime of file. \Veil, last 
\Vedne day I learned for certain that not all 
pre idcnt are bogeys. It was then that I fir t 
met the Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J., Carroll's 
new President. And let me say here that Car-
roll's new President docs not conform to the 
popular aforementioned concept of College 
prexies. 
T HE fir t impres ion that one i likely to ·i,·e from a meeting with Fr. .Hor.ne f?rcc-
fullly confirm. thi contention. Hts fnendltness 
and earne tness, as evinced for in tance by genial 
. miles and warmth of peech, especially when 
concemed over student activities, lead one to 
believe that -Carroll's new Pre ident will not for 
long be unknown to Carroll inen. Already Fr. 
Horne refer to the achievements of the John 
Carroll Oratorical ociety. "Debating," say 
he, ·• ·hould be a part of the curriculum of every 
college man. It i gratifying, therefore, to ee 
the advancements of the Oratical ociety along 
this line. ·uch estimable work should be vigor-
Ou$1)' promoted." Fr. Horne displayed a spe-
cial intere t in the topic for debate, namely, the 
XLRB and compulsory arbitration question, for 
indu ·trial problems were the subject of hi many 
years of graduate work before he came to Car-
roll. 
A a matter of fact. academically peaking, the one subject nearest the heart of our 
President is ociology. For the last three year 
Fl'. Horne ha pur ued the tudies of industrial 
relations in Georgetown where he specialized in 
labor relations between the government and the 
motor industry. \\'hile at the capitol he was 
an intimate a sociate of ~fr. Edward ~lcGrady. 
foremo t arbiter of industrial dispute in the 
country and formerly the As i!ltant ecretary of 
Labor. In unofficial capacities Fr. Horne was 
associated with various arbitration board·. 1m-
mediately prior to the three year at George-
town, he pent two years in imilar work at 
Catholic University where he compiled hi Doc-
torate requirements. Before these two years he 
studied at Gonzaga Univer ity in Spokane, 
\ \'ashington, and St. Mary's College in Ka nsas. 
lar , fine. U you get two or one, no matter what 
you get, bring the money to school January 3, 
and make your payment. 
The receipt that you'll be given will be evi-
dence of two things. It will fir t be evidence that 
John Carroll's first annual will be a good one. 
ccondly, it will be evidence that you are intcr-
e ted enough in your University to back some-
thing wholly tudent, omething that is going 
to be a succe · de pite barriers you never dream-
ed of. 
... all this lo say 
merry christmas ... 
LOOK where you will. you will not find the famous Little Virginia editorial anywhere 
on the pages of this issue of the Carroll News. 
It's absence was planned by the editors. This 
action constitutes the breaking of a tradition. 
But you've all read it at sometime anyway. So, 
though the edito;s recognize the sentimental 
and literary value of the editorial, they feel none 
the less that it can be omitted from this Christ-
mas issue without fear of rocking the founda-
tions of Grasseli Tower. 
Despite all the above, or maybe because of it, 
we hope the faculty, the alumni, the students, 
and the friends of john Carroll enjoy their holi-
day season. 
.•. we could exuberate 
over t:his gang ••. 
By :t\0\V everybody should know that John Carroll niversity is the class of the dis-
trict hockey league. \Vith a pair of experienced 
forwards in Ed Arsenault and Fred Rancourt, 
and with a fine kater who is improving each 
game as a hockey player in John 1Ianofsky, with 
a burly and crappy defense, with a whole squad 
of willing men-Carroll hould win the league 
crown. Here's to the champions! 
With Fr. Horne 
L A T ummer, Carroll's President, having been appointed as a delegate from the 
United States, attended the \Vorld's Educational 
A sociation Conference in Tokyo, Japan. The 
temptation to disgress at this point was too 
much for this writer, who then asked, "Did 
·you have an opportunity, Father, of learning 
the Japanese viewpoint in her war against 
China?" The cautious an wer that followed ex-
plained: "Fir t of all, in general, we \Vesterners 
are too inclined to judge the East by our own 
standards, rather than by thei r own. econdly, 
Japan i · waging a war against China which she 
believe to be defensive for military and eco-
nomic reason . Japan is convinced that he 
mu t have both inner and outer Mongolia in 
order to survive the military threats of the Rus-
sian Bear and the economic threats of China 
whom she thinks Russia is supporting." Re-
turning to the World's Educational A sociation 
Conference, we learned that Fr. Horne was the 
American delegate to the Committee of Re olu-
tions and that he addrc cd the section on 
Sociology. 
FROM what ha been said concerning the intcre ts of Carroll's President in Sociology 
•t is relevant to remark that the Sociology De-
partment of the 1:niver ity will in all probabili-
tie, be expanded sometime in the not too dis-
tant future. Al·o. it perhaps is not unlikely that. 
six seme~ter hours of Sociology will sometime 
be required for graduation. Regarding uch ex-
pan ion of the pre ent curriculum Fr. Horne 
remarked that he was '·very ympathetic." 
U POX the \'ita! ubject of athletics, the Pre.ident had this to say: "Whenever a 
Carroll team appear in public-whether it be a 
football, basketball, or debating team, or what 
not-it hall perform in a creditable manner. 
Regardh1g athletics in particular, I firmly be-
lieve that they play an essential role in man's 
education. ometimes in our pursuit of intel-
lectual honors we overlook the importance of 
athletics. That i. a mi take. Furthermore, since 
all cannot make a varsity team, intramural con-
te ts hall be heartily encouraged." It is note-
worthy, as the concluding remark, that Fr. 
Horne wa the athlet ic director at St. Ignat ius 
High School here for th ree years in th e latter 
1920's. 
•...•....•.....•• •••.....••••......••...••.•..•• 
I've Been Reading 
AIIOII)'IIIOIIS 
. •.••.•.••...•••••...•.................•.. ...... , 
W ELL I see that the Japs have finally blown up an American ship. It would be 
well at thi time to refresh the memory of the 
article HOW STRONG IS IPPON'S SOL-
DIER (Esquire Tovember). Yes, it would be 
well tQ cover everal books on what is happening 
about us and what is inevitably going to befall 
us .. . unle s the miracle of miracles happens 
and the apathetic youth of the world awakens 
to realities instead of disconcerting trifles. 
Hence, I am uggesting SOI_pe books that really 
~hould be read for reasons other than being 
''well-read" or becau e of the literary value of 
them. They arc all good literature inasmuch as 
they are the 'voice· in the wilderness' crying out 
their warning. 
* * * * I HAVE just finished H. E. Knoblaugh's COR-RESPO~DENT I - SPAIN (Sheed & Ward 
_2). The book i a collection of experiences in 
Spain, the first of which antedate the present 
struggle, most of them occurring in the heart 
of the trouble. An intense truggle for religious 
and political freedom is here rendered in the 
most vivid and gripping terms by an author whose 
reliability and lack of bia is unquestioned. Rare, 
indeed, for such a book as this. Knoblaugh calls 
it a " panish Tragedy" and well infers that there 
might be written another book, not too long 
hence, entitled the "American T ragedy." 
* * * * 
IF YOU care to learn of the subtleties of diplo-macy that forge or mold the black days ahead, 
I would suggest PLOT A D COUNTER-PLOT 
I CENTRAL EUROPE by W. M. Fodor 
(Houghton Mifflin Co., 3.50). On concluding 
this and the above mentioned book, I was tempt -
ed to ask myself '\Vhat are we coming to? Is 
there nothing but a black horrid void in front? 
Is that what these authors seem to be warning 
us of in such books as these?' 
* * * * 
BUT to turn to a more pleasant subject, there is a new magazine on the way called 
PLEAS RE. The famed J. C. Godfrey is the 
publisher of this infant that promises such things 
Friday, December 17, 1937 
~··············································· 
Father Jolial 
And Seismograph 
By Martin J. McManus 
FEELING that seismology was among the more important yet almost unknow? fields of science your corresponden t 1mbued 
with a cu riosity peculiar to a scribe sought 
John Ca rroll's own expert along these lines, 
Father Joliat, to gain some knowledge which he 
might impart to his faithful readers. "Earth-
quake are due to the fact that rocks down in 
the earth are under some sort of a strain", said 
Father J oliat in response to the first question. 
''Verv little is known about the e strains becau se 
of th~ fact that the real causes are due to a<:tivi-
ties in innermo t rcce ses of the earth. The only 
way to obtain information about the d irect 
cau e would be to go down far into the rocky 
foundations of the earth and make investiga-
tions." 
IN discussi ng how eismological stations arc able to pick up records of tremors fa r away, 
Father J oliat explained that reactions from these 
tremors travel in waves out in every direction 
from the source. These waves which are divided 
into two cia ses, longitudinal waves and torsion 
waves, travel not along the surface of the earth 
but rather through the body of the earth . The 
longitudinal wave precedes the torsion wave. 
In the interval between these two waves that 
make:. it possible for an observer to determine 
just where the disturbance occurs and at wha t 
time it occurs. 
"THE Sci mograph," began Father Jolia t 
in answer to the writer's query, ''con-
ists of a ma~~ of iron weighing about l GO 
pound . Thi mas· is balanced on springs so 
as to have sufficient support with ample free-
dom of movement. A stylus in contact w ith a 
revolving drum of smoked paper is connected to 
the mass by a set of le\'ers which magnify any 
movement that the mass will register. As the 
paper i · marked according to time division , it 
i~ very ea y to dete rmine the exact interval 
between the occurrence of each wave. A rmed 
with this information the observer needs merely 
to check on his chart to find out where the dis-
turbance occurred. In another section of the 
chart he will find the velocity of the waves and 
thth he ca n dele a m in .h.octf:y he lace ~nu • 
time of an earthquake on the other s1de of the 
world." 
W HE!\ a ked by your reporter whether earthquake can be foretold as to time 
and location definitely Father J ol iat replied that 
we can only know where an earthquake is likely 
or is not likely to occur. "For example we know 
that our western seaboard i the most ubject 
to earthquake, because of the fact that we have 
already had The Great San Francisco Earth-
quake of 1906 and other earlier quakes. I n this 
~c:ction of the country on the other hand a large 
tremor i unlikely as we have no knowledge of 
any disturba nces in the past. As to forete ll ing 
the Lime of an earthquake we can only estimate 
within very large limits. For example another 
earthquake may be expected in the vicinity of 
California within fifty years after the last quake 
which occurred thirty years ago." 
A N interesting point which Father Joliat brought out in this connection ·was the 
diflerence in the character of the di turbances. 
He cited the ca e of a tremor in Japan in which 
the ground moved vertically. In this case the 
owner of a level field found in the wake of the 
tremor that some section had moved up while 
other had slipped down. In this part icular case 
the differences in the surfaces were often as 
great a twenty-five feet. In the San F rancisco 
Earthquake, however, Father J oliat pointed out 
as the Fi bing Tales of Zane Grey, Lou Litt le's 
Football stories. There are no copies avai lable in 
Cleveland at this writing but when they are 
available it would be well worth buying for pur-
poses of light reading. PLEASURE, in all prob-
abi lity, may supplant some of our disgusting 
dime novels. 
A T a cost of 2.50 the University of Okla-homa Press has just turned out Pau l Sear's 
masterpiece THIS OUR WORLD. To quote 
the author's own words in the Preface.· "I have 
tried to write ... of the almost forgotten world 
in which human beings really live. It is the worl d 
we see only in faint distortion in office or apart-
ment . .. the wor ld which reaches u , vastly 
guised th rough the ticker tape ... it is the world 
against which we have erected bar riers of ci ties, 
transportation ... in hort it is the world it! 
which all of us must fit no matter hvw pre-
tentious we are." 
that all motion was horizonta l. In this case it 
was merely a question of huge masses of rock 
sometimes two hundred miles long slipping and 
sliding away from each other. T hus although 
in most cases there wasn't much change in the 
surface there was change in adjoining rock. 
Fri_day, December 17, 1937 
Whispers 
In the Dark 
By Jack Lavelle 
'TIS the time of the year and the con-
comitant weather that gets the official 
okay of the guys with the steady gals. 
Skiing, skating or sledding with coffee a nd a 
piece of pie afterwards at the home of th¢ 
steady ; that's the usual program. The boys 
take great pains to point out to their women 
why they aren't appropriately dressed to go to 
a restaurant afterwards. Cheap date in any 
man's language. Right, Callahan? Saving money 
foL Christmas, maybe, 'cause that's where you're 
going to take it in the neck. Right again, Steten-
feldt? 
* * • • 
CAUGHT at the hockey game-Billie Sulz-man and Maynard Mmphy. Bob Tryon 
pinch-hitting with Pat Ri ce ... Jack :Mohr wi th 
his faithful standby-his mother. Night-school 
students breaking in just in time for the start-
ing whistle . . . The Carroll crowds seem to 
be drifting more and more from AI Grisanti's 
to Nick Popovic's. Rea-son, Mi lan Greguric 
does a lot of the old sp ringi ng. Who said 
college boys had money? . .. Chuck Brennan 
is losing the strangle hold he had on Janet 
Holden. And in the Arena after the hockey 
game Chuck had trouble even getting an arm-
lock ... Johnny Meilinger, a blond after a 
blond's heart. 
* * * * 
BARONS of the basketball court : Bob Heutsche, Dick Robb, and Bill Cosgrove, 
seniors, are the terrors of the freshman gym 
classes. W e:ie sorry to say you don't look out 
of place ·in · that particular environment 
AI Sutton sold 100 tickets for the hockey game 
last night. Could all that publicity in the Plain 
Dealer have been the motivating cause? . . . 
·we're picking the Whirlwinds to win the intra-
mural B.B. championship . Of course it's our 
team ... Joe Palguta, football captain, might 
·-not have the b('l5t team, out JQC $1ys they're the 
toughest .. :· Medard Nolan, Ken Fierle and 
Jack Hunt of the varsity, are topnotchers_ when 
it' comes to stepping around another kmd of 
floor. Most certainly it's the dance floor . . . 
Quite in keeping with this article Medard Nolan 
writes the scandal column for "Dance News," 
published by the Trianon . .. Bill Young's. bu?-
dies call him Chicken . .. When you see h1m m 
a basketball uniform, you know Ed Willard 
isn' t called Cowboy for nothing. Hi! Cowboy. 
* * * * 
T WITTERS in t.he Twilight: The Ursuline Tea Dance last Sunday, a howl in itself. 
N 0 ;.e didn't go . .. Rosemary Holden wasn't 
a b~nafide stag. Joe Sullivan, '37, was supposed 
to meet her after work, but the Orchestra had 
folded its tent before Joe arrived ... Lohengrin's 
Wedding March was played in honor of Mr. 
and Mrs. AI Feurst (Rosemary Keys) at the 
request of Bob Hodous, '36. Bob naturally 
was with Ia Gilmore . . . Heard from an 
Ursuline Junior in reply to the question, 
"How are you and your boy friend getting 
along?" " Oh, as we!! as might be expected. 
It's old stuff now; it's only when it's new that 
you rave about him." Take that Mr. K - - -
. . . Joseph]ne Brennan is headed for New Or-
leans for the holidays. Mightn't the fact that 
George Arnold is going to run in the invitational 
track meet prior to the Sugar Bowl Game have 
something to do with it? Wel!-1-1, maybe! ... 
And Jean McMahon leaves December 26 for 
Texas to visit Dave Keg. But that's old stuff 
t~ Jean how come ? Ursuline's on the jump 
_:_long jumps. 
* * * * 
A T N. D. we hear: That Gen Houck of the famous Houck sisters , and Dan Cantillon, 
ex-'37, are again very good friends. The best of 
friends .. . The N. D. Seniors are on the gripe 
about t'oo much homework. That ought to help 
tide over that lapse of popularity we predicted 
now that your dances are over . . . May we 
venture an opinion? It's here to stay, Rita Koch 
and B ill Muth ... And with the nurses top 
honors must go to Charity. They're literally 
~tanding the Carroll boys on their ears, espe-
cially the football team. But then there's St. 
John's Mary Jane Redmond who seem s to have 
completely coralled Walt Barth. 
* * * * 
OUR bird Nightie returns with her ditty of the week singing the railroad song "A 
F reight to Dream". (Editor's note : Censor-
ship would do this nn good). That's in 
honor of Dick Blaha, whose dreams just won't 
T HE CARROLL NEWS 
It: Was Christmas 
By Paul Minarik 
WE sat together and alone, Jean and I, listening to Guy Lombardo. It was just a little after midnight. We were tired, 
for it had been a full evening. And we were 
quiet. 
Ou tside snow fell, softly, of course. A street 
light made sure that people saw the icy road 
and the slippery sidewalk. Every little while an 
automobile would slowly pass the house. Or 
someone might walk bri kly by. 
Everything eemed to fit nicely. 
I thought of pictures I had seen of winter. All 
of them made me happy. For I thought about 
the pleasant evening I had just had. 
Every now and then I'd glance at Jean and 
notice that she wa watching me. We'd laugh 
for no reason, exc·ept that we were happy. 
A grate fire and a small lamp were our only 
li ghts. A log fire and a candle probably would 
materialize ... Bernie' Sallot, like Mae 'vV est, 
made hi tory recently. He dined in the Mt. St. 
Joe dining hal! Thanksgiving Day. The good 
sister~ thought him a fine man ... Joe Con-
nelly begs your votes for Marion Gordon of 
Endicott, N.Y., who sang last night over Major 
Bowes program. She deserves them too for she 
has a right fine voice. But Joe, could your inter-
est be based on anything other than local pride' 
At any rate let's give her a hand for Joe's sake 
. · .. Speaking about helping hands, how about 
paying your annual subscription. Or don't we 
want an annual? ... John Parnin has got "Red-
headitis." That's not a new disease, just new love 
... From Arizona writes Bill Poland: "I enjoy 
reading the Carroll News and h~ring about my old 
cromes. Here's my buck for an annual, and 
don't forget me.'' \Ve won't Bill. How are you? 
,And how are the Aritona co-eds? By the way, 
the annual is four bucks! ... Bob Heutsche 
took the boys' lOU's at that stag at Vin La-
Maida's la t Friday night. Jim Foti, Jim 
Moraghan, Tom Peoples, Ed Rambousek, and 
Bill Duffin were the contributors ... Phil Law-
ton came from Clifton Park to 159th and Kins-
man for a date with Mary Lou Cantillon. The 
affair was a treasure hunt in Lakewood. That's 
miles. Plenty of miles. \Vhat's rhe matter with 
''Soda Vvater," Phil' 
* * * * 
STAR-LIGHT in the sticks-Vince Frones has to milk Bossy every morning before 
journeying in to the big city to school ... Armes 
Eve-
have btcn more in line with the setting. But 
these did nicely. 
Somehow we never spoke. I thought how silly 
it would sound if I said, "It must be cold out." 
Or, "Wa n't Bill in great form tonight?" So I 
kept quiet. It was better that way. 
\\'hen the clock struck one I felt like crying. 
I didn't want to leave. I'd been too happy. 
But I stood up, got my hat and coat and put 
them on. Jean watched me from a big easy chair 
in which she wa sitting with her leg curled 
up under her. \Vhen I reached the door, she 
arose and stood under the -chandelier. I walked 
to her and kissed her good-night. 
'':Merry Christmas, Jean." 
"Merry Chri tmas, Tom." 
I held her hand for a moment, smiling into 
her eyes. Thea I left. The cold wind, the peppery 
snow, the utter silence-all seemed perfect as I 
walked homeward. It was Christmas Eve. 
Loyer doesn't think you're a true farmer, Vince: 
show him the hayseed in your ears ... Harry 
Byrnes is in his eig!lth year of daily commuting 
from Ashtabula, four years to Latin and four 
ye;,.rs to Carroll, and after eight years of waiting 
for rides at the corner of Superior and Euclid, 
Harry has turned out to be chief stooge for the 
lD gals who daily meet their school bus at the 
same corner ... vVithin the past two weeks, 
George J';oel, Tom Meagher, Bob Doraty and 
Pierce Mulla ly have all donated blood to nine 
year old Tomrny Mackin at the Cleveland Clinic. 
Tommy will recover .. . Jean :McNamara, 1 D, 
has put AI \Veiler's heart back into high gear, 
bt1t then that's no trick ... Bob Basek and 
Marion (Sideburns( Kosiecki? make daily visits 
to ND to see Mary Jirousek and Elizabeth 
McGee ... Yep, Slip's sister .• .. The Notre 
Dame Alumni Dance is scheduled for Dec. 28 
at the Hermit Club. Hal Zeiger will wave the 
baton ... For a guaranteed good time, take a 
ticket on that Hard Times Dance on Jan. 14. 
It's a worthy as well as neces ary cause ... 
Rita I:llavin, who took leading roles in the Little 
Theatre Productions of '35 and '36, won a trip 
to Paris through an essay on women's fashions. 
Nice going Rita ... Eddie Masterson, '34, spends 
many a night with ND' blonde Betty Schuster 
. . . a goodly number of the JCU boys are hold-
ing down part time jobs at Higbees ... Harry 
Lance, '37, had to go to the City Hall Vlednes-
day, Dec. 15 to find out whether it was his 
twenty-third or twenty-fourth birthday. 
Cont:ribut:or' 5 
Column 
Vignette ... 
3 
M R LIGGITTS was a man who had always marched breast forward. He was on his 
way to an in urance office to take out a policy 
-one of these policies that would "protect the 
wife and kiddies." 
He had the money for the first payment in his 
wallet, he had a• marriage license in his inside 
coat pocket, and he had the wedding ring in the 
watch pocket of his vest. 
All in all it was a very fine world for Mr. Lig-
gitts. He had a good job. He was about to many 
the grandest girl in the world. And he had a 
comfortable savings account. 
Besides. Mr. Liggitts was in the prime of 
health. 
Looking at his reflection in the store windows 
as he walked boldly down Euclid Avenue, he 
saw an image of a sturdy, intelligent, clean-cut, 
American young man. He was proud of him-
ell. Mr. Liggitts put his head a little higher 
and marched on-breast forward. 
After turning sharply into the office building, 
he strode to the elevator, boomed the floor num-
ber to the boy, and stood waiting-self sufficien t 
-breast forward . 
Mr. Liggitts stepped into the insurance office. 
After filling out a form and answering the many 
questions that the interviewer asked, Mr. Lig-
gitts was shown into an inner office where a 
doctor proceeded with a "nonsensical" exami-
nation. 
Fifteen minutes later Mr. Liggitts was in the 
treet again. A sorry looking figure with sag-
ging shoulders-sunken chest. Instead of look-
ing at his reflection in store windows he was 
muttering, "-heart no good-may not live day 
out-." 
Mr. Liggitls, who had always marched breast 
forward! 
• * ... • 
Thought: • • • 
T H E best way to win lricnds and influence people i:~ to win .frienrle ltTid mfttttUtt p~ • 
pie. That tenet comes from one of the greatest 
teneters of the day, Dale Carnegie. It may be 
rumor, but 'tis said he is being sued for divorce. 
Does Charity begin at home? 
c. u. 
···•••·••••·•••·······················•········· 
Symbols 
Of Christmas 
Anonymous 
....•.••......•..... , .....•.•..••...•.....•.... 
THO UGH some of the following traditional Christmas Symbols may or may not be what they are defined as, it is neverthe-
less true that the de criptive definitions submit-
ted are factual and ii they aren't, what's the 
difference? 
Santa Claus: That man with the long beard 
about whom ghost stories are told. 
The Pine Tree: That which on January 4 causes 
a sprained back or a blocked up vacuum 
cleaner or both . 
The Holly Wreath: That which continually 
falls off the front door and as a result gives 
each of the members of the family a cold when 
he rushes out of the heated house to put the 
thing back on the door. 
The Candle: That whic.h brings 'the fire depart-
ment to extinguish the blazing curtains. 
Plum Pudding: That in which-the-person whose 
feelings are the most easily hurt never finds 
a prize. 
Tom & Jerry: That which makes building a fur-
nace fire the day after Christmas necessary. 
Mistletoe: That for which one brings his sweet-
heart to see the folks. 
Snow: That which without with which Christ-
mas wouldn't seem like Christmas. 
Fruit Cake: That which gets nuts and things 
in your teeth thus providing after dinner enter-
tainment. 
Stocking : That which they don't make big 
enough or st rong enough to make it worth 
while to hang up. 
Tree Lights: That which makes the time be-
tween Christmas and New Years pass- so 
quickly-you spend all the time trying to find 
the burnt out bulb. 
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Who's Who at Carroll Congressman Martin L. Sweeney Tells Reporter Of Important Issues Before Legislature 
IF IT became the job of any member of John Carroll to name the mo t ve r-satile athlete in the University, he would undoubtedly vote for Dan.iel Mor-mile, ~;aptain of the Blue Streak basketball team. For three years Dan has 
been varsity quarterback on the foot-
ball team, and for three years he has 
bten a varsity guard in basketball. 
Coming to Carroll from Holy ~arne 
High School where he won six letters 
in athletics (that was the most anybody 
<:ould get at that school) Dan entered 
his career as an athlete by playing first 
team football and basketball on the 
freshman squads. In his sophomore 
year, Zipp (Dan's nickname) played on 
the first team in both sports, and has 
played on them ever since. In this his 
last year, he will <:aptain a young and 
promising team of eager . 
By Martin J. McManus 
·'The first few weeks of Congress were 
spent under a cloud of great con£ us ion 
due to the fact that no ddinte program 
of legislation was prepared as had been 
expected by the members of that body," 
said the Hon. :Martin L. Sweeney, Repre-
sentative from the Twentieth Congres-
ional District of Ohio, in discussing the 
pccial Session of Ccngress with the 
Carroll Nc~~s correspondent. 
''Besides the relatively unimportant 
mea ures such as the Anti-lynching Bill 
and the proposal regarding revision of 
the Capital Gains and Undistributed Prof-
its Tax," went on the Congre man, "the 
important legislation now facing Congress 
corn, and a harp decline in prices, the 
need of farm legi lation has assumed a 
foremost position in the minds of both 
the Pn;sident and the Congress. Al-
though all are reconciled to the neces-
But Dan i more than a football and 
ba ketball player. He is probably the 
best pitcher of indoor ball in the Big-
Four. Last year he was hampered by 
a dislocated shoulder, an injury that he 
received in the Reserve game of 1936, 
and an injury which has recurred three 
times. Dan has won three medals for 
intramural baseball and this year he 
plans to manage a team which he 
., is the Farm Bill, the \Vages and Hours 
· Bill, and the Neutrality Act." 
claims will be a sure winner. Daniel Mormile 
SCHOLASTICALLY Dan is an excellent student. Though he is no book· worm, he is indu trious enough to stay well above the average in his class. 
And socially he is not a lion but he also is not a stay at home. 
Since his freshman year Dan has been a member of the dance committees of his 
class. This year he was honored with a place on the Athletic Association 
Thanksgiving Football Dance Committee. 
Farm Legislation 
Mo t Important 
\\'hen asked .which seemed to be the 
most important of these three measures, 
Congressman Sweeney replied: "Due to 
the overproduction of cotton, wheat, and 
Jake Cicuto sity for farm legislation to remedy the 
two-fold dangers now facing agriculture," 
Prospers In contin~ed the ).1. C., "there is an unfortu-nate disagreement as to the best means 
W I d of affecting these benefits." Business or ~'Mr. Sweeney was asked the basis of the 
contro\'ersy between the two camps of 
r•our years agu, .fi vctobc,, 193-3, Jae:k ~~~ganized labor in regard to the Wages 
"President' Green, of the American Fed-
eration of Labor," begatl Congressman 
Sweeney, "believes that the Bill should 
be returned to the Committee for further 
consideration and revised. In a recent 
letter to the members of Congress, Mr. 
Green indicated- that, in his opinion, the 
Bill should contain specific restrictions in 
j order to prevent the arbitrary use of 
power by the National Labor Relations 
Board. John L. Lewis, head of the 
C. I. 0., feels that the Bill should be 
passed as it is without amendment. He 
reasons that the required basic philos· 
ophy is contained in the present bill and 
that Congress can amend it as the need 
for change arises. 
Studies Angles 
Of Neutrality Act 
"The third important piece of legislation 
facing Congress," continued the Hon. 
Martin L. Sweeney, "and one which should 
prove especially interesting to the wliege 
men of John Carroll University, as well 
as to all young men, is the Neutrality 
Act. The present Act, which calls for 
discretionary neutrality, is the target of 
bitter attacks from those who feel tbat a 
state of war should be declared by the 
President in the present Sino-J apa'nese 
conflict. Personally, I do not agree 
with this school of thought because of 
the fact that once the President will have 
declared this state of war to exist, the 
government will be empowered to invoke 
sanctions against the combatants, which 
might easily prove to be the first step in 
1i1Volvmg 1e m eo S ates m war.' 
That about sums up Mr. Mormile's extra curricular activity. And it i readily 
seen why no nlore ThaT1 those things ircwhic-lr he did par-tiel-p-are-- ,, t::re-attempte-d. 
vVith practice consuming all the time that actual competition didn't. and with 
the homework schedule that is required of the college man, it is amazing that 
Zipp has been the out tanding success that he is. 
NEXT June Dan will receive a diploma signifying his completion of the courses required to obtain his bachelor degree. Then he will attempt to 
locate in some position in which he will be able to build for the future, some 
position which will take full advantage of the qualities that he po sesses. 
Cicuto, a member of the John Carroll 
football team, died. But behind his death 
was one of the most dramatic stories ever 
enacted in life. 
Jack had come to Carroll from Moose-
hart, Indiana, and was working his way 
-News at a .Glance~ 
But nothing has been said of Dan's character. And it is this that is one of the 
things that makes him worth writing about. Appearing carefree, ever laughing, 
~-~wayM~y_wi$._l\. wit~y rem~:k, ht: has endear~d him elf to_ Carroll :11en _as 
!1as no o er a~ in the semor cia s. But behmd th1s smtlmg extenor lie 
a fighting heart, a e\:ious mind, and a determined will. Hi sympathetic nature, 
his coolness in dramatic moment , and hi teady hand are attributes that a 
coach wants most in hi players. And Danny posse ses these in a perfected de-
gree. It will seem funny next year watching our Blue Streaks on the gridiron or 
on the basketball floor without Dan to settle them down. One of Carroll's great-
est athletes, Daniel Mormile, will be graduated next June. And that 's a tough 
break for Carroll. 
Play-
(Conti1111ed from Page 1) 
:Mary O'Connell, Bernard P e ttY , 
Antoinette Antoncic, Philip Lawton, 
Rose Boros, Paul Minarik, and Patricia 
Bruen. 
The alternate players are: Donald 
Schulman, William Duffin, Charles 
Paskert, Joseph Saly, Ford Healey, 
Martin McManus, John Elsbree, Ed 
Kehoe, Gene McCaffrey, William Mc-
Gannon, Mary Jane Zwilling, Ludlle 
11 uller, J o Comolli, and Margaret 
Ziegler. 
Through the combined efforts of Jack 
English, president, Charles Brenan, sec-
retary, and Bill Duffin, treasurer, the 
production is assured of being a suc-
cess from a financial point of view. 
Jim Moraghan has been appointed stage 
manager. 
Debates-
( Co~tli1111ed from Page I) 
pounding the i sues involved, set up 
an air-tight case which uccessfully 
withstood the onslaughts of Corrigan 
and Burlage. 
T HIS is the second year that Jim, the younger of the Osborne , has 
placed hi name on the Pre ident' 
Cup, which annually goes to the win-
ning team. La t year he was a member 
of the victorious combination of Wil-
liam Mc11ahon, Joseph Stepanik, and 
Osborne. In the same year he won the 
annual Oratorical Contest. Tom Os-
borne is pre ident of the Oratorical So-
ciety. 
Valentine Deale, ·vice-pre ident of the 
Society, capably filled the role of chair-
man and announced the decision of the 
judges. ' 
Carroll Debaters Meet 
B-W, Marietta and Heidelberg 
WITH the appearance of this issue, the John Carroll Oratorical So-
ciety has progressed well into their 
schedule of outside debates. In the open-
ing intercollegiate debate of the current 
season, Thomas C. Corrigan and Carl 
Burlage forming a negative team, and 
William McGannon and Gene McCaf-
frey, on an affirmative team represented 
Carroll against Heidelberg University. 
The question involved in this first debate 
concerned the Ohio Conference subject 
dealing with the closed shop. 
On Dec. 9 Jack Kenney and Dick 
O'Grady, upholding the affirmative and 
Vincent For~es and Frank LaSal\'ia the 
negative, debated Akron University on 
the question of compulsory arbitration by 
the National Labor Relations Board. 
Facing Marietta College last Monday 
evening, Dec. 13, was the team composed 
of Val Deale and i\Iartin McManus. The 
question involved was that the National 
Labor Relations Board be empowered to 
enforce compulsory arbitration. \Villiam 
Duffin was chairman of the evening and 
Common Pleas Judge Samuel H. Silbert 
acted as critic judge. 
through c o II ege, 
playing football, 
and still scraping 
together enough 
money to meet 
Freshmen Begin 
Debate Tournament 
payments on an Under the sponsorship of the John 
insurance policy Carroll Oratorical Society the annual 
that he had taken Freshman Intramural Debate Tournament 
out in case any- will get under way shortly after the holi-
thing happened to days. John Osborne, secretary of the so· 
him. And some· ciety, is in charge of arrangements for the 
thing did happen. contest. 
Jake Cicuto 
Jack died. On 
his death bed, he 
told his teammates 
about the policy, 
and asked them to see that it reached 
hi brothers and sister. 
One of the beneficiaries was Mario 
Cicuto, who, undaunted by the fate of 
his brother, and also quite a football 
player, enrolled at John Carroll a year 
later. During his freshman year, a 
chronic knee injury forced Jake (Mario 
is conunonly known as Jake) to drop 
football for the year. This injury was 
aggravated while Jake was playfully 
wrestling at the CCC Trucking Co. 
dock. This occurred ju t before school 
opened, and it became obvious that there 
would be no football playing for Jake 
that year. So he stuck to his summer 
job and was rewarded for his industry 
by being made manager of the west side 
dock of the same company. 
Enters Business 
With Friend 
There he became acquainted with, and 
soon became fast friends with, John O,ppal, 
a graduate of 1farquette. Mr. Oppal 
propositioned Jake about entering the 
sandwich shop business with him. Jake 
consented, though he had not a dime to 
his name. The first place that they ac-
quired was the Bun Sandwich Shop and 
Co. at 1915 W. 25th St. This was in 
December of 1934. 
One year later an opportunity presented 
itself whereby Jake and his partner 
could take over the Hofbrau Restaurant 
at 6404 Lorain Ave. Another of the 
Bun Sandwich Shop and Co. stores was 
opened in November of 1936 at 5386 St. 
Clair Ave. And now Jake is preparing 
to open the shop of the White Tower 
System at E. ·20th and Prospect Ave. 
Another recent addition to this growing 
business is the downtown Queen's Steak 
Shop on East 9th St., across from the 
Greyhound Bus terminal. This last is 
one that Jake is especially fond of. He 
sees in it a place for Carroll men to con-
gregate, a place that they could con-
To date, nine teams have signified their 
intention of competing for the Edward 
J. Bracken Cup which is presented to 
the winners. As has been the custom in 
recent years, upper-classmen of the Ora-
torical Society will act as advisors to 
the various teams, informing them of 
sources of material and instructing theifl 
on debate teachings. When the bracket 
is completed, 16 teams will battle each 
other for the Cup. The freshman de-
baters will use the regular varsity debate 
topic-compulsory arbitration-for dis-
cuss ion. 
Last year's winning combination in the 
fre hman tournament was the team of 
Bill 'McGannon and Gene .McCaffrey. 
Forhan Elected 
Frosh President 
At the freslunan eloctions which are 
traditionally conducted during the 
month of December, Jack Forhan 
emerged victorious in the race for the 
class presidency. Other officers chosen by 
the freshmen were Tom Hopkins, vice 
president, Jim Carroll, secretary, and 
Ralph Beas, treasurer. 
The elections were conducted under 
the direction of Edward S. Rambousek, 
Pre ident of the Carroll Union, and the 
Rev. William J. :Murphy, S.}., Dean of 
1fen. 
veniently patronize after dances or ath-
letic contests. 
But in back of this story of success 
li,es a motive. First, of cour e, Jake 
wanted and had to provide for his broth-
ers and sister. But aside from this, 
Jake was and is a Carroll man at heart. 
Jake wants to return to Carroll. And he 
wants to play football for Carroll. Jake 
intends to return to school and show the 
world that a successful business man 
can also be a successful student and ath· 
let e. 
j Sodality to 
Distribute Food 
-~ " Each year it is the custon{ of the So-
dality to distribute fifty baskets of food 
to needy families. That these families 
are in dire need is assured by the fact 
that the names are taken from the rolls 
of the Social Mission Sisters. 
In charge of the collection and distribu-
tation of the food are the Rev. 'cecil B. 
Chamberlain, S. J., and Edward Ram· 
bousek, moderator and prefect of the 
sodality respectively. 
Plans for a sol:lality reception to be 
held sometime after the beginning of the 
year are now under way. The officers of 
the Freshman Class are taking a census 
of their fellow classmen to ascertain the 
exact number of new members that will 
be received. 
Classical Club 
Discusses Plans 
The Classical Society held its regular 
meeting on Friday, December 3. Accord-
ing to President James Osborne, it was 
the most interesting and eventful meet-
ing the club has had in the last two 
years. 
The meeting was taken up with a gen-
eral discussion of the merits of mem-
bership and the metltods of increasing in-
terest. Definite plans were laid for the 
visit of Theadore Andrica, Nationalities 
Editor of the Press, to Carroll, 
Commerce Club 
l:lects Officers 
At the first meeting of the year the 
Commerce Club of John Carroll Uni-
versity held an election of officers to 
serve for the present school year. The 
meeting took place at the Russet Cafe· 
teria last Saturday afternoon. 
Newly elected officers are: Art Noet-
zel, !President, Russell W estroru>, vice 
president, James Wilson, secretary, and 
Charles Cooney, treasurer. 
A committee of Mr. Graff, Tom O'Con· 
nor, and Mr. Krock was appointed to 
consider new members for the business 
school organization. It was decided at 
the meeting to hold the next meeting at 
1 :00 p.m., January 8, at the same place. 
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If we judge from the perform-
ance which the Carroll cagers 
gave against pencerian in their 
opener last a turday, the basket-
ball team is not going to have a 
too uccessful season. However it 
may be somewhat rash to judge 
the boys by this initial appear-
ance as there are several reasons 
for a below-par performance. In 
the first place with ten Ol the fif-
teen players being ophomore::. 
there may have been a touch of 
stage fright, sophomoritus or 
something of the sort which made 
the boys miss tho e "sucker" 
shots, forget to shift on defense 
and in general do thin.gs that ju t 
aren't done. 
'everthless if playing Spencerian on their 
home court in pired any sort of nervous-
ness the Streaks will need straight jack-
ets when they encounter some of the op-
position which they are scheduled to face 
this year. 
The absence of Captain Danny Mor-
mile and Jack Spallino, flashy sopho-
more forward, had much to do with 
the closeness of the &core. Also the 
fact that Coach Tom Conley kept 
shifting his lineup in an effort to try 
ou nous combinations kept 
any single five from really beginning 
to click. Johnnie Drama, who lea 
in scoring despite the handicap of a 
broken nose, gives promise of being 
an outstanding eager this year. Ray 
McGorray played a fast, fighting 
game and displayed the same eye for 
which he was noted at Ignatius . AI 
Sutton showed an ability to garner 
points and with a little improvement 
in his floor game may be holding 
down the first string varsity berth. A 
more accurate judgement regarding 
the cagers can be made after tonight 
when the Streaks meet the Fenn Foxes 
at the Arena in a game which will be 
a real battle all the way as the Foxes 
are no longer easy prey for any col-
lege team. 
• • • • 
It is a well known fact that a win-
ning team is the surest bet to d.l-
tract a crowd and this certainly holds 
true with regard to the Streak icers. 
Carroll rooters have turned out "en 
masse" at the ice frays so far and you 
would imagine that the Arena was a 
Carroll Alumni club with the num-
ber of Streak grads stwlling around. 
1o one who has seen any of these 
games could have been disappointed 
as the college boys make up in fight 
and spirit that which they lack in 
hockey finesse. The Streak team has 
the potentiality of developing into a 
smooth working outfit aiter the boys 
get a few more games under their belts 
and with more, frequent practice ses-
sions on our own "tennis court" 
rink. So my congratulations to the 
fans for their support, to the Streaks 
for their play, and most important of 
all to AI Sutp)1in and the other Arena 
officials who 'have started the whole 
thing and incidentally given the 
, sports department some real news to 
write about. 
• • • * 
The football squad will be the guests 
of the Athletic Association at a ban-
quet to be held soon after the Christ-
mas vacation. At this time the sweat-
ers and letters will be awarded to the 
players and it is probable that a cap-
tain for next year will be elected. This 
affair will take place ,at some spot 
down town and Coach Tom Conley 
hopes to have a prominent figure in 
the athletic world as guest speaker. 
I 
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jThese Were Tough-For Carroll 
Ray Mlckovsky 
Joe Ziemba-End 
Streaks Rate 
Honor Teams 
Three members of this year's Streak 
squad were able to gain sufficient recog-
nition to receive a place on the various 
honor teams which are so prevalent at 
this time of year. They were Captain 
Joe Palguta, Eddie Arsenault, and John-
nie Lucas. 
Carroll's leader this year and one of 
the finest gridders ever to represent the 
Streaks at last has received some of the 
mention which he has deserved for the last 
two years. Playing with a losing team 
in his sophomore and junior years Pal-
guta failed to receive credit for his out-
standing work. However this season he 
truly came into his own. 
Joe was chosen on the All-Big Fdur 
team as selected by Ed McAuley and 
Jack Clowser. The All-Opponents of 
the Press is one in which the judgement 
of your opponents decides the issue and 
Palguta made this with a large majority 
of votes. The 1\.11-0hio team as selected 
by a committee of coaches for the Plain 
Dealer also numbered as a member the 
Carroll captain. His greatest honor came 
when he was given honorable mention on 
the Catholic All-American and brought 
national recognition to the University. 
Carroll hates to see Joe leave as it is not 
often that one finds such a combination 
of athlete, student and fine fellow. 
Eddie Arsenault, flashy back from 
Maine, displayed enough stuff in his first 
year to rate the All-Opponents team. His 
shifty running gave the Carroll rooters 
plenty of thrills this year and promise 
to give the Streak's opponents plenty of 
headaches in the two years to come. 
Johnnie Lucas, although not in the 
Carroll starting lineup for the greater 
part of the season displayed enough form 
Streaks Select 
All-Opponent 
Grid Team 
By Bob Fogarty 
Although it i somewhat late for 
honor teams to be appearing the 
Carroll opponent-team is pre-
sented that you may see whom 
the gridders considered the tough-
est opposition in the games that 
they played. 
Looking over the various selec-
tions it can be readily seen that 
the Streak gridders did not choose 
because of press clippings or pre-
vious record but really selected 
the man who threw a hard block 
on them, made an unusual tackle 
or something of the sort. The 
value of these all-opponent teams lies in 
the fact that the selection of the team I ies 
entirely with the men who played and they 
can see things which no reporter or spec-
tator glimpses. They are able to watch 
the line play, blocking and tackling while 
the fan's eyes are watching the ball car-
rier. 
Cleveland Ends 
Don't Rate 
At the ends Pomeroy of Wooster and 
Ziemba of St. Benedicts were chosen over 
such opposition as Davidson of Baldwin 
Wallace and Kelker and Wilson of Re-
serve. Pomeroy, you will recall was that 
giant wing who snagged those touch-
down passes and all in all made it a rough 
evening for the Streaks in their opener 
against Wooster. 
Phil Ragazzo was the w1animous choice 
of the boys at one of the tackles but the 
other spot was one in a close race by 
Ralph Niehaus of Dayton. Krause of 
Baldwin Wallace was the gent who fur-
nished most of the opposition. Niehaus 
blocked Bill Young's attempted punt late 
in the last period and gave the Flyers 
their winning touchdown. 
Anderson of Case and Paul Wagner of 
Dayton gained the guard spots without 
much of a battle. Two sophomores made 
the backfield. Frank Zazula of Akron 
and Jack Padley of Dayton were the 
first year men for whom the boys cast 
their ballots. Johnnie Andrews of Re-
serve who always seems to display his 
best football in the Carroll games was 
selected at one of the backfield spots 
while Ray Mlckovsky of Case was a 
unanimous choice at the final post. All 
of these backs are triple threat men and 
certainly would be hard boys to stop. 
to merit a place on one of the All-Big 
Four teams. Johnnie also has a couple of 
years in which to demonstrate his skill 
and should contribute much to Carroll's 
grid success of the future. 
5 
Cagers Meet Fenn Tonight, 
Defeat Spencerian in Opener 
The Blue Streak cagcrs '"ill wing 
into their real schedule tonight 
when they encounter the Fenn 
cagers in a game which will open 
the cage cason at the Arena. The 
Blue and Gold cagers will get 
plenty of opposi~oion from th 
Foxes judging from the ac!Yance 
notice of both teams. Carroll 
will have the added moti\'e in 
mind of atoning for the defeat 
they suffered in a breath taking 
battle with Fenn last sea -on. 
The Foxe showed that they \\'ill 
be plenty tough for any college 
oppo ition this year when Detroit 
Tech, always a good outfit, was 
only able to gain a l:>mall victory mar-
gin. In Bill Bunce, a new forward, 
the Fenn boys have a dead hot from 
any angle. He contributed 13 points 
in the Detroit fray. 
This game will be the curtain raiser 
on an all-star cage program which all 
Cleveland sport followers will wish to 
ee. The main game scheduled to go 
on around 8 :30 will see \Vestern Re-
serve, with what is considered one of 
its finest teams, pitted aga~nst Dart-
mouth, always one of the leading teams 
in the Ivy League. The emi-final will 
go on after the Reserve game and will 
find Case playing Baldwin-\Vallace in 
the Big Four opener. 
The Carroll tarting lineup for the 
Fenn game is · till doubtful although 
it is likely that the following men will 
answer the opening whistle. Mormile 
with his injured shoulder in fairly good 
shape will be at one of the guards with 
Ray .McGorray or Ken Fierle at the 
other spot. Slim Rudich may start but 
AI utton will see plenty of action at 
the center po ition. ] ohnnie Dromo 
will be at one of the fonvards while 
the other will probably go to Jack 
Spallino, flashy ophomore from Ak-
ron, who was kept out of the Spen-
cerian game with a l~g injury. 
Streaks Win 
First Game 
In their initial appearance of the sea-
on last Saturday the Streaks defeated 
Spencerian by a 42-32 score. Although 
the Carroll boy were never behind 
they did not give a very impressive 
exhibition. They displayed more in-
dividual talent than team work and will 
have to improve greatly before their 
big games. 
John Dromo led the Carroll attack with 
five iield goal- and was closely followed 
by big AI Sutton who wished the 
meshe~ with 9 points. Lutkus led the 
Spencerian attack with nine points, dis-
playing a deadliness from mid court. 
e Planning holiday events and 
activities back home is quick and 
easy by long distance telephone. It 
costs little. Lowest rates apply after 
7:00 every evening and all day Sun-
day. Why not be sure of arrange-
ments this year? Phone ahead. 
It prevents disappointment and 
makes your holiday more pleasant. 
.. 
THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO. 
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Side Line 
Coaching 
By Bob Tryon 
Trouble Ahead-tis the sign we see 
out for the Carroll basketball team 
..• With an inexperienced squad fac-
ing a sked boasting such teams as Re-
serve with its Blair, Scott and Kel-
ker, Toledo with its great scorer, 
Chuckovits, Case, with its W eiss and 
Mlckovsky and Kent State, with its 
Pinyoun, I just shake my head . . . 
Chuckovits as a warm-up to the season 
threw in some 41 points against Adrian 
... Gene Wolanski and Bob Thomp-
'37-'38 BASKETBALL SKED 
•=•F enn .......................... F ri., D ec. 17 
*Kent ........................ Tues., Dec. 21 
Mt. Union .................... Wed., Jan. 5 
Case ................................ Sat., Jan. 8 
Baldwin-Wallace ........ Sat., Jan. 22 
Toledo ........................ Sat., Jan. 29 
Kent ............................ Wed., Feb. 2 
*Akron ........................ W ed., Feb. 9 
*Detroit ........................ F ri., Feb. 11 
*Reserve .................... F ri., Feb. 18 
~·Case .......................... Tues., Feb. 22 
Detroit ........................ Sat., Feb. 26 
Baldwin-Wallace ........ Sat ., Mar. 5 
· *Home games. 
New Teams on 
'38 Grid Sked 
son, of last year's varsity, are playing A tentative grid schedule was an-
under the May Co. banner in Greater nounced this week by Coach Tom Conley 
"A", this season . . . The hockey team and although many of the games are not 
outlook is very bright on the other definite as yet the Streaks will meet 
hand . . . After watching the local plenty of tough opposition in 1938. The 
schools and having heard of the Car- Streaks will probably play nine games 
negie Tech hockey efforts , I'm on the next year, one more than this year. open-
limb for Carroll . .. The idea of pub- ing on the 23rd of September and fin-
lie skating after the college games is ishing on the 19th of November. 
very popular with all .. . Among those Th. d f . h k d 
venturing out onto the ice, I noticed e . e lmte games on t e s e are 
Frank Gaul, Billy McGinty '34, H arry Bowlmg Green, to_ be met on the 30th of 
Lance '37, John Pokorney '37, Tom September, Baldwm Wallace, Case, Ken~, 
Victory and "Iron" John McGinness I Reserve and Akron. Of these teams nei-
'37 •• : To Al Sutphin, a real hand ther the Bee Gees or the Flashes appea.red 
from the Carroll students for his efforts last ye_ar ~!though Carroll opened ag~mst 
and interest in the various activities . . . Kent m 36, but ~he former team 1s a 
The .intermural basketball campaign member of the Oh10 Conference and has 
has moved forward with Lou Gliha's play~d other C~eveland schools frequently, 
team, the Foreigners running over all meetmg Baldwm \Vallace last season. 
opposition in their rather weak league, Univer ity of Buffalo team is one which 
while the Whirlwinds and Joe Palguta's tnay appear on the program early in Oc· 
Sharpshooters are at the top of the tober if a date satisfactory to both schools 
other league ... With the Rose Bowl can be arranged. The Bisons are noted 
game in the near future, I name Cali- for their colorful grid teams and should 
fomia, the winner, by two counts . . . be a welcome addition to the schedule. 
There is a possibility that Carroll will Dayton will be met in all probability al-
play Youngstown College in their first though the date has not yet been set. 
year at the pigskin sport ... Speaking 
of backing the team, Al Sutton sold 100 
tickets for the Reserve hockey game, 
while Dromo sold in the vicinity of 40 
• • • One of the most popular spots on 
me \:arioll caffiptiS during the win er 
months is the flooded area known as 
the tennis courts during the summer 
months .•• The All-Ohio team named 
by the Plain Dealer was a surprise to 
all • . . The center choice of an Ohio 
Wesleyan player over the two best in 
the state, namely, Nebel of St. X and 
Manning of Dayton was quite unpopu-
lar .•. The appearance of a Wooster 
back in the backfield leaving out such 
players as Zazula of Akron, Andrews 
of Reserve and Wagner of Miami 
added to the general discomfort . • • 
Gomer Jones had the boys on their 
heels with "his" Collier All-American 
choices. Taking all bets, while know-
ing the right line-up, he really pulled 
the wool, but being a square guy called 
off all bets •• . Reserve won't have to 
Either a game with Toledo or Cincin-
nati will round out the 1938 grid season. 
Toledo in the throes of an athletic re-
i uvenation under the tutelage of Doc 
S ears ha.LQ.!1L.9L tb!L oughest outfits 
in the state, having dumped Dayton the 
week after the Flyers broke Reserve's 
winning streak. The Bearcats had a bad 
season this year but will be on the re-
bound and should. provide plenty of op-
position. 
spend this winter making up excuses 
for their basketball team as they did last 
season, this will give them time to re-
play the Dayton football game ... Some 
of the players and sports writers are 
still calling that a mistake, but we note 
that they have dropped the Flyers from 
their schedule . . . See you tonight at 
the Arena when Carroll will share the 
honor with F enn, of being the first 
team to play basketball in the new 
building. 
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Carroll .leers 
WinTwoGames 
Playing an improYed Baldwin-
\Vallace team last week the Car-
roll icers took a little time to get 
going but once under way man-
aged to pile up a very comfortable 
lead . Arsenault and Rancourt 
led in scoring, each jamming in 
three goals. Johnnie Manofsky 
broke into the scoring column 
for the first time contributing the 
final goal to complete the 7-2 vic-
tory. 
Eddie Arsenault and Fred Ran-
court continued their flashy work 
in this game but . were held in 
check th rough the first two tper-
iods mainly because of the fine de-
fensive play of the Y e11ow Jacket 
goalie. The fine work of these two boys 
coupled with the greatly improved play 
of John Manofsky kept the puck in Bald-
win Wallace territory most of the game. 
Streaks Have 
Strong Defense 
The Carroll defense, both first and 
_second string lines has appeared to be the 
strongest of any of the local schools. 
Da!Jny Ryan, Jim Wilson, Ted Lernpges 
and George Zemba check the wings hard 
and usually get that puck before a shot at 
the goal is made. 
The best play of the game with the 
Bereans, at least from the spectators 
standpoint, Q1Ccurred in the third period. 
Eddie Arsenault grabbed a loose puck at 
mid ice and started a solo dash. He out-
maneuvered the Jacket defense men, and 
the Berean goalie moved out to stop the 
puck diving forward to block the net but 
Eddie lifted it at the opportune moment 
and the blue light flashed on . 
Fenn Game 
Not Close 
The game with Fenn was something of 
a rout with the skating and puck hand-
ling of Rancourt and Arsenault dominat-
ing the fray. The latter scored five of 
the goals in a 9-1 victory. 
The second string offensive unit in the 
fi rst two games was composed of AI Sut-
ton at center and Jack Murray and Joe 
Hoctor at the wings. Although these 
boys don't have much finesse or grace on 
the ice they have plenty of fight and 
supply the crowd with some sure-fire en-
tertainment. 
The next college hockey contest will be 
played after the boys return from Christ-
mas vacation. 
Carroll's Line Coach Gene Obers~ 
By Marty McManus 
Of all the years in which Notre Dame 
has enjoyed great football teams, the 
greatest harvest of all it would seem 
was the five years between 1919 and New 
Year's Day of 1925. During this t ime 
which began with the days of Gipp and 
ended with the last game of the famous 
"Four Horsemen," out of nearly fifty 
games the teams of Rockne were only 
pefeated three times. T o have been at 
Notre Dame during those years, which is 
the wish of almost any American boy, 
was the lot of our well liked and ef-
ficient line coach, Gene Oberst. Al-
though, he graduated from Notre Dame 
in June of 1924, before the "Four Horse-
· men" were so named never theless that 
famous backfield was the one for which 
Gene opened holes the two previous years. 
Upon his arrival at Notre Dame, "Ken-
tucky" Oberst did two things which were 
to influence his future athletic career. The 
first was to injure his throwing arm so 
as to make his pitching days history. The 
second was to take up javelin throwing. 
Due to the fact that his baseball career 
was over, Gene began to devote much 
more time to his track work. After 
being out of football in 1921 due to in-
juries, he returned to the gridiron in 
'22 and '23 as first string tackle. His 
substitute at that time was the well known 
Navy coach, Rip Miller. In those days 
Gene Oberst 
Notre Dame's lineup was just about 
synonymous with a present day Who's 
Who of Football. 
However, ';Kentuck'ys" splendid foot-
ball record was even far surpassed by his 
remarkable record in tossing the javelin. 
During his college years he was the rec-
ord holder of the Penn Relays, Kansas 
Relays, Indiana State Tourney, and was 
also Big Ten Champion. In the spring 
of 1924, he entered nine meets and broke 
nine records. And that's really slinging 
it in anybody's league. In the Olympics 
of 1924 at Paris Gene Oberst was the 
first American ever to break through the 
foreign monopoly and place in tbe jave-
lin throwing event. 
As fate would have it in his first two 
years of coaching football in Philadel-
phia, Gene developed a brilliant young 
end who captained his undefeated team 
of Catholic High. Later this same young 
man went to Notre D<l,llle. Again he cap-
tained his undefeated team. This time, 
however, as an All-American. Accord-
ingly, when our coach Tom Conley came 
to Carroll, it was natural that he would 
turn to the man who had been such an 
important factor in shaping his own ca-
reer and ask Gene Oberst to coach the 
line. 
When asked whether he would like to 
return to the older colleges of the East 
such as Washington and Lee, "Kentucky" 
replied, "I like Carroll a great deal. I 
enjoy my work here immensely especially 
as I am again working with Tom. What 
I want to do now is to continue to assist 
~om in every way I can." 
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Bowl Prospec~s 
By George Bunce 
R OSE: The Crimson Tide of Ala- someone may have to hold me on the 
bama, practically a commuter to bench New Year's Day." The South-
Pasadena, has appeared there four we t Conf. king, a better all-around 
times without suffe ring defeat. How- crew, should triumph. 
ever the fifth' may be the charm. 
California po sesses a tremendously 
powerful squad that only one college 
in the country could outman-Pitts-
burgh. If Alabama had a pass com-
bination peerless as the Howell-to-
Hutson machine that sti ll haunts 
Stanford's dreams, the Golden Bears 
would rate no more than an even 
chance. But a things stand, the 
deep south will be in deep mourning 
on January 2. 
SUGAR: Louisiana State vs. Santa 
Clara-second edition, revised. These 
are probably the most evenly-match-
ed elevens playing on New Year's 
Day. Mainly because the Tigers are 
undoubtedly thirsting for vengeance, 
LSU gets the nod. 
COTTO N: It's Rice In titute vs. 
Byron "Whizzcr" White in the Cot-
ton Boll (oops!) at Dallas. Anent 
Mr. White, Coach jimmy Kitts of 
Rice said, "\Ne've looked at some 
mighty good backs this season, and 
if thi \\'hizzer i a much better back 
than Dick Todd of the Texas Aggies 
or Billy Patterson of Baylor, 
ORANGE: Michigan State, we fear, 
is going to have a rather unhappy 
New Year, and the reason is goin~ 
to be the tough football outfit hail-
ing from Alabama Polytechnic. Au-
burn to you. Since the Spartan 
aren't cxacrly creampuff- them elve_, 
it ought to be one well powwow. 
SUN: Once-defeated \Vc t Virginia 
takes on Texas Tech in this annual 
affair. Boasting their finest team in 
many years. the ~[ountaineers will 
prove ro be a little too much for the 
Texa :Matadors to bulldoze. 
ALL-OPPONENT TEAM 
End ............... Pomeroy (Wooster) 
End .................. Ziemba (Benedict) 
Guard .................. Anderson (Case) 
Guard ................ Wagner (Dayton) 
Tackle ............ Ragazzo (Reserve) 
Tackle ................ Niehaus (Dayton) 
Center ............ Manning (Dayton) 
Back ...................... Zazula (Akron) 
Back ................ Andrews (Reserve) 
Back .................... Padley (Dayton) 
Back .................. Mlckovsky (Case) 
This poor old grad, in his freshman daze, 
Adopted studious thoughts and ways, 
He crammed his Turret Top with fact, 
But never learned how one should act. 
I ! t's simple arithmetic that the more cars 
General Motors sells the greater this organiza-
tion grows. And the solid fact back of that 
growth is this: General Motors cars must con-
tinually offer more in terms of extra vhlue 
to win those sales. It is only because General 
Motors is great that it can maintain the re-
search and improvement program responsible 
for such modern betterments as the Turret 
T op, the U nisteel Body, No Draft Ventilation, 
Knee-Action and advanced Hydraulic Brakes. 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Z.IEANS Goon MEASURE 
CHEVROLET · PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE · BUICK · LA SALLE · CADillAC 
